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How to put 1,548,288 numbers into 1 information 
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Koperative and 
Optimised 
traffic L  ght control 
in urban NEtworks 
 
• AIMSUN Micro testbed 
• LOS (HBS), Performance Index PI, Cost-Benefit-Analysis 
Research Project Overview 
V2I & I2V 
Time, fuel, emissions 
progression speed, programme 
Testbed ringroad Braunschweig  
C 
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• requested output measures? 
• →criteria of evaluation procedures! 
Simulation Building I 
Criteria Measures Evaluation Procedures AIMSUN 
    HBS PI EWS 
Travel Time s; h     x 
 Delay Time / Stop Time x x Number or Percentage of Stops n; % x Pollutant Emissions (Nox, CO, HC, PA) g; t     x Climate Gas CO2 g; t     x 
Fuel Consumption l     x 
Accidents n x *.trj→SSAM 
Noise Emissions db(A)     x 
 Building / Acquisition  Costs €     x Operating + Maintenance Costs €     x 
Vehicle Occupancy Rate n; %   x x 
7 
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• procedure requests? 
Simulation Building II 
Vehicle Types Evaluation Procedures AIMSUN 




 Cars (Diesel) x Van-like Trucks ≤3.5 t x Lorries >3.5 t x Trailer Trucks x Coaches x 
Public transit buses x x x 
Pedestrians x x x Crossings / Legion 
Bikes x x x Crossings / Legion? 
Cars (Hybrid, Electro, …?) Future? AIMSUN 9? Doco 
 
9 








Simulation Building III 
• evaluated network: approaches of 3 nodes (1..5 lanes) 
3*4=12 
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• time period 06:00-22:00 (16 h) 
• optimisation interval 15 min 
• base scenario + optimised scenario (9) 
• 16 runs 
 
 7*9*12*64*2*16 = 
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Simulation Adaption I 






Status Quo Status Quo 
0%   Base TRANSYT optimised Test 1 Signal Program Optimiser 
Test 2 Signal Program Optimiser 5% 
detectors +  
vehicle data 
 Test 3 Signal Program Optimiser 15% Test 4 Signal Program Optimiser 25% 
Test 5 Signal Program Optimiser 
35% 
 
Test 6 Signal Program Optimiser +lateral control 





→TRL Link-Software €€€! 
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Simulation Adaption II 

































 Longitudinal control   Lateral control 
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• Signal Program Optimser (TCA) 
– Traffic Demand estimation (OD-Matrix): 
• minimisation of information (principle of 
maximum entropy) 
– Traffic Demand Forecast: 
• pattern detection algorithm to find 
matching historical time series 
– Optimisation by Genetic Algorithm: 
• Cell Transmission Model for evaluating 
the fitness of every solution (set of 
signal plans for network) 
Simulation Adaption III 
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• Tailback estimation and forecast (TRANSFUSION) 
• Use of vehicle information (time and position of stop) of 
equipped vehicles and detector information to estimate length of 
actual tailback on different approaches 
t[s] 
s[m] 
a = arrival rate 
b = clearing rate 
tailback 
a b 
Simulation Adaption IV 
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• MITURN Average (did=111) 
– 25 runs 
– per vehicle vs. per interval 
Simulation Verification I 
 ! ?    0,02074 
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• MISECTIEM Average  
– 25 runs 
Simulation Verification II 
  ! 0,0816   0,0235 
*length [km] (0.145) 
*length [km] (0.102) 
 
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• MISECTIEM 
Simulation Verification III 
? 
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• MISECTPO Average 
Simulation Verification IV 
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Simulation Verification V 
           -1? 
• MITURN 
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Simulation Verification VI  
330 
 Turns 
 340, 341, 342,… 
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Simulation Validation I 
• Fuel (editable) 
– Ferrerira 1982   
– UK DoT 1994 





overrun fuel cut-off: 0! 
HBEFA 2015 
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Simulation Validation II 
• MISECT.fuelc vs. MISECTIEM (fix) 
– 6:00-6:15 a.m. 











[l] [kg] ≠ ! 
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Simulation Validation III 
• MISECTIEM (fix)  vs. MISECTPO (editable) 
NOx HC⊂VOC PM SO2 
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• Filter MISECT: 12 
• Calculate Average 
• Filter DID: 16 
• Recalculate sid=0 without 
• Calculate MILANE.stime/nstops 
• Insert MISECT.flow/stime/nstops 
Output Alteration I 
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• LOS (HBS) @ each unique lane 
Output Alteration II 
1 
2       } 
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• Java-Software (*.jar) 
• Config.txt 
• Modular: alteration + each procedure 
Evaluation I 














PI ÖV K46 gesamt
PI MIV K46 gesamt
PI alle K46








– unsignalized @ western node 
Evaluation II 
Sim-Average Sim-did=10 
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• CBA 
– Benefit-Cost-Ratio ≥1! 
– Costs? 
– Benefits: 
• ΔCriterionx * €/unit 
• p.a. (365d)! 
– 64 intervals→365d (8,760h) 
• upscaling of hour periods t 
• flow similarity 
Evaluation III 
Period t T [h/a] d/a Factor k 
1 30 0,0971 
2 40 0,0927 
3 130 0,0893 
4 500 0,0826 
5 4124 0,0343 
4824 201   
6 30 0,0941 
7 40 0,0904 
8 130 0,0846 
9 500 0,0669 
10 1724 0,0291 
2424 101   
11 30 0,1068 
12 40 0,092 
13 130 0,084 
14 500 0,06 
15 812 0,0187 
1512 63 
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• Accidents 
– Conflicts by SSAM 
– FHWA-/Siemens-Freeware 
–   
Evaluation IV 
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• Noise 
– Emission modell (HarmoNoise, SonRoad) 
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The KOLINE project was granted by the German Federal Ministry of 
Economics and Technology (BMWi) according to a decision of the German 




• Institut für Automation und Kommunikation e.V. Magdeburg (ifak), 
• Institute of Control Engineering TU Braunschweig, 
• Transver GmbH Munich, 
• Volkswagen AG Wolfsburg (VW) 
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